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Introduction 

 
 
It’s hard not to have some sort of opinion about abortion. Public debate and heated rhetoric have 
pushed us to think of abortion as a black-and-white political issue, one that divides us. That same 
rhetoric would have us believe we know the “type” of people who have abortions and what the 
abortion experience is like. We imagine irresponsible young people, or victims of rape. Words that we 
commonly use to characterize the abortion experience are “tragic,” “heartbreaking,” or “difficult.” 
While these may be true of some abortions, they are far from representative of a “normal” abortion 
experience. These characterizations frame abortion and the people who have them as people unlike 
ourselves and the experience as extraordinary or rare. 
 
The truth is that abortion is a common experience that women and trans people from all walks of life 
undergo every day for wide variety of reasons. People who have abortions are just like us, and they 
surround us daily, in school, at work, at home, or in the grocery store. They are our mothers, sisters, 
daughters, neighbors, co-workers, and friends. Theirs are stories of youth and middle age, parenting 
and careers, finances and relationships, hopes and dreams, sadness and relief. They are stories we can 
all relate to and empathize with, but the stigma and silence around abortion means they are rarely 
heard. 
 
Breaking Our Silence challenges the stereotypes about who has abortions and why by showcasing real 
women’s abortion stories. This story-sharing event is an opportunity for the public to hear women's 
reasons, experiences, values, faith, struggles, triumphs, beliefs, and emotions. Sometimes the stories 
are funny, sometimes heartbreaking, but they are always thought-provoking—and always real.  
 
This toolkit provides everything you need to host a Breaking Our Silence event in your community, 
from the nuts and bolts of organizing an event, to recruiting speakers, to the stories themselves from 
the My Abortion, My Life website. All we ask is that you include My Abortion, My Life as a co-host 
or co-sponsor of the event. 
 
By engaging the community as readers of and audience to real abortion stories, we break the mold of 
what a “normal” abortion looks like. And by creating connection and compassion, we are changing 
the conversation on abortion.  
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Overview 

 
 
Breaking Our Silence is an event that features real women’s abortion stories that have been submitted 
through the My Abortion, My Life website. This toolkit envisions a group—like yours!—inviting 
about 15 people, from a variety of backgrounds and experiences, throughout your community to read 
a selection of stories—like a poetry reading or “The Vagina Monologues.” If you decide to host a 
Breaking Our Silence event, we ask that you list My Abortion, My Life as a co-host or co-sponsor. 
 
We have curated two lists of stories that we recommend for your convenience, although you are 
welcome to select other stories from the website as well. We recommend using about 15 stories (with 
15 readers), resulting in an event that should last about an hour. 
 
Here’s an overview of what you’ll need to think about when planning a Breaking Our Silence event: 
 

Pre-Event Planning 

 

 Select a venue, date, and time. 

 Decide if you’re providing food and drink. 

 Decide if this will be a free event or if you will sell tickets for admission. 

 Choose a set of stories. 

 Select the readers for your event. 

 Identify a story for each reader. 

 Decide how you’ll stage the event. 

 Promote and publicize your event. 
 

The Event 

 

 Set up the space just before the event. 

 Host the event! 
 

Post-Event Follow-Up 

 

 Thank your readers. 

 Send us feedback to let us know about your experience with Breaking Our Silence. 
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Pre-Event Planning 

 
 
Venue, Date, and Time 
Selecting a venue, date, and time are all related. If you have a specific venue in mind, its availability 
may influence the date you choose for your event. If you are focused on holding your event on a 
specific date, then you may need to contact several venues to find one with availability for the specific 
date and time you want. 
 
For this event, we recommend a space with a fun, unexpected, and intimate feel, such as an art gallery 
or community theatre. We typically hold this event in the evening on a weekday (Monday through 
Thursday). Of course, you know your audience and whether they would prefer an event in the day 
versus evening, weekend versus weekday. 
 
Keep in mind the venue’s size, parking, seating, catering, and audio/visual technology options. Think 
about your target audience size—and whether you need chairs to accommodate everyone. For most 
events, you will probably want seating for guests. Additionally, think about how you’d like seats to be 
arranged in the space. Is there space for tables as well as chairs? Or is there space for chairs only? Try 
to create an engaging, comfortable seating configuration for your guests. 
 
An important determination is whether you will serve food and drink, or if the event will only consist 
of the reading. If you plan to have a reception, we suggest holding a reception after the readings so 
your audience has the time and space to reflect on the stories. This is also a major factor when 
choosing a venue: will they provide food, or will you need to bring in refreshments? 
 
To keep this event accessible to as many people as possible, we have never sold tickets or charged 
admission for a Breaking Our Silence event. However, that doesn’t mean you can’t. If your 
organization doesn’t have the budget to put on a free event, you may sell tickets to cover the cost of 
the event or to raise funds for your organization.  
 
Stories  
We have curated two lists of stories from the My Abortion, My Life website, taking care to include a 
wide variety of voices, experiences, details, emotions, and writing lengths. You may peruse the 
website and select other stories; the lists were curated for convenience and to ensure a good variety of 
stories for an event. In our experience, the actual speaking time of an event with 15 or 16 stories will 
last around one hour, including brief introductory and concluding remarks. We recommend keeping 
the length of your event to approximately one hour to keep the audience engaged 
 
Readers 
One of the best ways to increase attendance for this event is to recruit readers from outside your 
planning committee or host organization. We recommend that you consider a wide variety of people 
in the community to read these stories, bringing people to the event who otherwise wouldn’t attend. 
We also recommend a broad diversity among readers, including racial and ethnic diversity, young and 
old people, men as well as women, LGBTQ individuals, and others. In addition, we strongly 
recommend identifying people who are dynamic speakers. 
 
Plan to begin brainstorming and asking your readers to participate early, ideally six to eight weeks 
before the event, and at least one month before the event date. It is likely that some of your first-
choice readers will be unavailable, so it is helpful to have a long list with several alternatives. The 
Sample Invitation Email to Readers (page 7) in this toolkit can be adapted for your event. 

file:///C:/Users/npit/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/6GPQXJP1/myabortionmylife.org
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Once your readers are all confirmed, you will need to determine who is reading each story. We 
suggest giving each reader two to four story options to choose from, letting them know that other 
readers are also choosing among the same stories. In the interest of time or simplicity, however, you 
could simply assign a story to a reader. We have found value in letting readers choose their story, so 
it’s a step that we always include. The Sample Reader Confirmation and Story Selection Email (page 
8) found in this toolkit gives clear instructions for each reader. 
 
After all the stories have been assigned to readers, determine the order in which they will read. 
Consider the content and length of each story, as well as the readers themselves. We typically have 
the strongest readers, reading the most compelling stories, open and close the program. 
 
Because Breaking Our Silence events are about honoring the stories we’re sharing, not the readers on 
the stage, we do not introduce readers between stories. This helps the audience remain focused on 
the program without frequent applause disrupting the room. Readers are instructed to quietly 
approach the microphone, read their story, and return to their seats when they finish speaking. 
 
Let each reader know ahead of time who will be reading before them. In the Sample Final 
Instructions to Readers Email (page 9), you will see that we give the last few lines of the previous 
reader’s story for each person to use as their cue. As each reader finishes and returns to their seat, the 
next reader stands and moves to the microphone. The pause between each story will help the 
audience transition from one emotional experience to the next. 
 
Consider identifying a back-up reader for each story. If one of the readers cancels at the last minute, 
the event can still go as planned if there is a back-up. These can be your volunteers, staff, or board 
members who were planning to attend the event. The Sample Internal Reader Tracker (page 11) is a 
tool you may find useful to manage the details about the readers and stories. 
 
Staging 
How you stage the event will depend on the venue, but here are some general guidelines. 
 
First, think about whether the space will have a stage, or whether you choose to keep the microphone 
at audience level. For some venues, this will be obvious, but for others, you could choose either way. 
Also, keep in mind whether you want a podium for readers, or whether you prefer no barrier between 
the readers and the audience. With a podium, you will probably use a tabletop microphone. Without a 
podium, consider using a floor microphone so that readers can use their hands to hold the stories 
they’re reading. 
 
In addition, think about where the readers will sit during the event. Do you want them sitting on the 
stage, perhaps in a semi-circle around the microphone? Or will they sit in the audience? The readers 
could sit in the front row of the audience. Depending on the space and seating, the readers could 
even be scattered throughout the audience, making the event feel more organic. This works best in 
small venues. 
 
Designate someone to make opening remarks, and someone to make closing remarks. Feel free to use 
the Sample Introductory and Closing Remarks (pages 16 and 18) and adapt them to your event. 
Notice that the sample opening remarks include the speaker’s personal abortion story. This is a detail 
that we have found to be a powerful juxtaposition to stories being read by others. But this is optional 
and certainly not required for a successful event. The most obvious person to introduce your event 
may not have a personal abortion story, or may not choose to share theirs in these remarks. 
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Publicity 
There are many ways to publicize your event, including community calendars, social media, email 
marketing, and good old-fashioned flyering. We recommend developing some standard language 
about the event and using it consistently among all the formats you choose for publicity. 
 

 Community calendars: Find the local newspapers and websites that promote events and 
submit your Breaking Our Silence information as soon as it is confirmed. 
 

 Social media: Create a Facebook event and invite your followers. Share this event with all of 
your readers and encourage them to disseminate the event throughout their social networks. 
Share the event information on all social media networks your organization uses. If you have 
the budget, paid social media can be effective. 
 

 If you have an email list, send out email alerts a few weeks prior to the event, and possibly 
again within one week of the event. 
 

 Print some flyers and encourage volunteers to leave them at local coffee shops and on 
community billboards in their neighborhoods. See the Sample Event Flyer on page 14. 

 

 If your event venue has a website with a calendar, ask if they can list your event on their site 
and social media platforms. 

 
 

The Event 

 
 
Work with the venue to determine audio set up and seating arrangements. Test the audio before the 
audience arrives to adjust volume levels. If your readers will be sitting in the audience, ensure that 
they sit close to the stage or speaking area to reduce the time between stories.  
 
We suggest printing a simple program for the audience, listing your readers and short biographical 
information. See the Sample Event Program (page 15) for ideas. Also, bring an extra copy of each 
story (14 point font, double-spaced to make it easy to read) for readers who may forget their copy. If 
you are not providing food and drinks at your event, consider bringing bottled water for the readers. 
 
Do you have a large staff or group of volunteers? You will need some extra help at the beginning of 
the event to make sure readers know their cues and have a copy of their story to read. Volunteers can 
also help greet guests, hand out programs, and collect email addresses or signatures for any advocacy 
efforts your organization is working on.  
 
 

Post-Event Follow-Up 

 
 
After the event, you may wish to thank the readers. See the Sample Post-Event Thank-You to Readers 
(page 10) for an example. 
 
We would love to hear about your experience hosting Breaking Our Silence. Please fill out the Event 
Feedback Form found on page 22. Completed forms may be emailed to info@preterm.org or mailed 
to Preterm, 12000 Shaker Blvd, Cleveland, OH 44120. 

mailto:info@preterm.org
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Sample Invitation Email to Readers 

 
 
Dear [hopeful speaker], 
 
I hope this message finds you well. I'm honored to invite you to be a reader at Breaking Our Silence, 
an evening of reading abortion stories hosted by [your organization] and the My Abortion, My Life 
project that challenges the silence and stigma around abortion. 
 
Breaking Our Silence is an evening reading of real women’s abortion stories submitted through 
www.MyAbortionMyLife.org. We have curated about 15 stories—and we are inviting a variety of 
people throughout the community to read them at our event—sort of like a poetry reading or “The 
Vagina Monologues.” We would be so excited if you would be a reader! 
 
The event will take place [date] at [time] at [location and address]. We are aiming for about [insert 
target audience] people in attendance. Our goal is to challenge the silence and stigma surrounding 
abortion by sharing real women’s stories—their reasons, experiences, values, faith, struggles, 
triumphs, beliefs, and emotions. Sometimes the stories are funny, sometimes they’re heartbreaking, 
but they’re always thought provoking. 
 
We would let you choose from a variety of stories ahead of time. Each story would take under 5 
minutes to read—some much less than that. 
 
Thank you so much for considering this invitation. We believe you’d be a great addition to the event! 
Again, thanks, and I look forward to hearing from you. 
 
Best, 
[your name] 
 
 
 

http://www.myabortionmylife.org/
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Sample Reader Confirmation and Story Selection Email 

 
 
Dear [reader name]: 
 
Thank you for agreeing to read an abortion story at our event! I wanted to provide you with some 
details, and there are a couple things I’ll need from you as well. 
 

1. Just a reminder that the event is [day, date], at [time] at [location and address]. Please arrive by 
[earlier time than the start time]. 

 
2. [provide a general description of the staging to give the reader a sense of what to expect—this 

is an example] We are trying to achieve an intimate feeling for the space—rather than a large 
concert. Therefore, we are having the curtains on the stage drawn, and the mic will actually be 
on the floor with the audience. We will have the readers sitting with the audience, and will 
reserve a seat for you. Readers will know your stage directions: you’ll have a list of all the 
readers, and specifically who you follow. We plan to thank readers at the end of the event, 
rather than introducing you at the beginning. We will provide more details prior to the event 
so that you have a better sense of what to expect. 

 
OR 

 
The space has a very small stage. So we are having everyone, including readers, sit around 
tables, casually, in the audience. We will reserve seats for readers, scattered throughout the 
room, so that you’re not all clustered together. We will also provide stage directions, including 
a list of all the readers and who you follow. We plan to thank readers at the end of the event, 
rather than introducing you at the beginning. We will provide more details prior to the event 
so that you have a better sense of what to expect. 

 
3. Please choose the story you’d like to read from the attached list. Other readers are considering 

some of the same stories you are, and it’s first-come, first-served.  
 

4. Finally, what affiliation would you like for the program? We plan to use a very short 
description, such as title/organization or a few words. For example: 

 Jane Doe, playwright, author, director 

 Bill Smith, junior, Cleveland Heights High School 

 Ann Patel, executive director, YWCA 

 Sam Jones, artist and activist 

Please reply with your story selection and how you’d like to be affiliated by [date]. If you have any 
questions, please don’t hesitate to let me know. Again, thank you so much!  

Thanks, 
[your name] 
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Sample Final Instructions to Readers Email 

 
 
Dear [reader name—in this example, this is reader #3], 
  
Thank you for agreeing to be a reader at the Breaking Our Silence event on [day, date]. As promised, 
here are some additional details about the event: 
 
Attire 
There is no dress code for this event. Please wear something that you feel comfortable and confident 
speaking in.  
  
Time 
Please arrive by [earlier time than start time] so you can get situated in the space. When you arrive at 
[location], please check-in with one of the volunteers in the entryway who will direct you inside to 
find [event organizer’s name] who will get you situated.   
  
Parking 
[provide parking information] 
  
Reading Your Story 
Good luck preparing—relax, and you’ll be great! When you’re reading, remember to take your time 
and read clearly. Remember to use emotion, but this is a reading, not a theatrical event, so there’s no 
need to be over-the-top. After you finish the last sentence of the story, pause and then say the 
woman’s name (or “anonymous”), as if you are reading someone’s letter. 
  
When the reader before you is returning to their seat, you may stand up and walk to the microphone. 
The pause between stories will help the audience transition from one emotional experience to the 
next. 
  
The story you selected is attached—formatted double-spaced in 14 point font for easy reading. We 
will have a copy of your story at the event in case you don’t have it with you. 
  
Speaking Order 
Readers will sit in the audience. When you arrive, we will help you find a seat close to the front of the 
room and point out which reader you will be following. [modify this information based on where you 
want readers to sit] 
  
After opening remarks from [person], we will move from speaker to speaker in the following order. 
Please note the person before you—the end of their story is your cue. 
  
1. [reader #1’s name] 
2. [reader #2’s name] 
Final portion of previous speaker’s story: “…I can't judge myself and, if anything, I have learned 
how dare I judge another. No one knows unless they have been there. I know now that sometimes 
abortion is the only answer. Definitely not an easy one but the only one. —Anonymous"  
3. [reader #3’s name] 
4. [reader #4’s name] 
5. [reader #5’s name] 
6. [reader #6’s name] 
7. [reader #7’s name] 
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8. [reader #8’s name] 
9. [reader #9’s name] 
10. [reader #10’s name] 
11. [reader #11’s name] 
12. [reader #12’s name] 
13. [reader #13’s name] 
14. [reader #14’s name] 
15. [reader #15’s name] 
  
Our Contact Info 
If you have any last-minute issues, please call one of our cell phones: 
[insert names and phone numbers for one or more event organizers] 
  
 Again, thank you so much! If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to email or call. 
  
Thanks, 
[your name] 
 
 
 

Sample Post-Event Thank-You to Readers 

 
 
Dear [reader name], 
 
Thank you so much for being a reader at the Breaking Our Silence event. It was a powerful event and 
we’ve received a tremendous amount of positive feedback. The evening was truly moving and 
impactful for everyone in attendance. You were an integral part of making the evening so special. 
Thank you so much for your involvement and commitment to ending the shame and stigma 
surrounding abortion. 
 
We are truly grateful. 
 
Best, 
[your name] 
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Sample Internal Reader Tracker 

 
 

  Speaker Name Reading Selected Affiliation for Program 

Order 
to 
Speak 

Backup 
Reader 

1 Laura Ackerman 5, Linda 
Feminist, rabble-rouser, former 
Preterm nurse 11 Heather 

2 Jasmine Burnett 13, Lindsey 
Field Director, New Voices for 
Reproductive Justice 4 Shanelle 

3 
Helene 
Cushenan 3, Heidi Lifelong activist 9 Kate 

4 Eris Eady 16, Anonymous 

Multicultural Education Manager, 
Domestic Violence & Child 
Advocacy Center 16 Nicole 

5 Molly Marvar 1, Yael 
Activist and founder of Proclaim 
Your A 1 Elaine 

6 Marissa Pappas 2, Anonymous 
Cleveland State University student 
and activist 12 Mary 

7 
Monette 
Richards 14, Anonymous 

President, Center for Inquiry - 
Northeast Ohio 6 Anna 

8 Meran Rogers 17, Anonymous Founding director, GALA 8 Catrina 

9 Pam Rosado 15, Anonymous 

NARAL Pro-Choice Foundation 
board member and New Voices 
Cleveland leadership committee 2 Colette 

10 Amanda Shaffer 12, Marie Lathers Certified professional coach 15 Mary 

11 Bella Sin 10, Jackie H. 
Ohio Burlesque and Le Femme 
Mystique Burlesque  5 Beki 

12 Mano Singham 9, Julia Physicist, author, and atheist 13 Elaine 

13 Kent Smith 4, Anonymous Ohio state representative 3 Anna 

14 Darius Stubbs 21, Jessica Actor, poet, transgender activist 7 Nicole 

15 Tameka L. Taylor 8, Christine Sell 
President, Compass Consulting 
Services, LLC 14 Riki 

16 Ryan Zymler 18, Anonymous Advocate 10 Mallory 
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Sample Event Checklist and Timeline 

 
 
3–4 months in advance 

 Form the event planning committee. 
 

 Choose your venue, date, and time. Make preliminary decisions about target audience size, 
food, and staging. 

 

 Decide if your event will be free or if you will sell tickets. 
 

 Select the stories you’d like to use. 
 

 Identify a list of potential readers—with top choices and additional names if your top choices 
are unavailable. 

 
6–8 weeks in advance 

 Invite potential readers. Respond to questions promptly and be prepared for some of your 
first round of invitees to decline. (See the Sample Invitation Email to Readers on page 7.) 
 

 When someone accepts an invitation to be a reader, thank them right away, even if you aren’t 
ready to offer them stories to select. Send readers two to four stories to choose from and 
confirm story selection. (See the Sample Reader Confirmation and Story Selection Email on 
page 8.) 

 

 Keep track of the readers who accept—along with the story they chose and other 
information. (See the Sample Internal Reader Tracker on page 11.) 

 

 Assign opening and closing speakers and ask them to begin preparing remarks. 
 
4 weeks in advance 

 Assign volunteers or committee members for specific roles like greeter, troubleshooter, and 
welcome table. 
 

 Begin determining speaker and story order. 
 

 Send an eBlast to supporters with event details. 
 

 Create a flyer to distribute among local coffee shops and libraries. 
 

 Create and share a Facebook event. 
 

 Add event to local online community calendars. 
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2 weeks in advance 

 Begin assigning back-up readers for each story. 
 

 Send reminder email to readers with links to Facebook event—encourage them to invite 
friends! 
 

 Create the event program. 
 
1 week in advance 

 Email readers with information about parking, event flow, speaking cues, and other logistics. 
Include a copy of the reader’s story, double spaced and with 14 point font. (See Sample Final 
Instructions to Readers on page 9.) 
 

 Send another eBlast to supporters with event reminder. 
 

 Confirm opening and closing remarks. 
 
Week of event 

 Confirm tech support for microphones and audio. 
 

 Confirm food order with venue, or remind venue of any food or beverages you are bringing. 
 

 Confirm seating set-up procedures. 
 

 Create “reserved” seating signs for readers, if applicable. 
 

 Send a reminder email to all back-up readers, volunteers, and staff helping on event day. 
Include event details, time to arrive, staff contact information, and volunteer roles. 

 

 Print list of readers and back-up readers for check-in table. 
 

 Print 2 or 3 copies of each story separately, double spaced and with 14 point font, for readers. 
 

 Make a copy of reader seating arrangements and speaking cues. 
 
Day of event 

 Arrive at least an hour before your event begins. 
 

 Set up a welcome table with a sign-in sheet and pens, event programs, and organizational 
materials. 

 

 Each reader should be personally greeted by a member of the event planning committee. 
Make sure each reader has a printed copy of their story script with speaking cues clearly 
marked and a copy of the event program. If possible, point out the person each reader will be 
following. 

 

 Help readers find their seats and show them the path to the stage or speaking area. 
 
Day after event 

 Send individual thank-you emails to readers.  
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Sample Event Flyer 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

[your org] and My Abortion, My Life present… 
 

Breaking Our Silence 
 

[Day, Date] 
[Time] 
[Venue name] 
[Address] 
 

Join us for an evening of real women’s abortion stories—their reasons, experiences, 
values, faith, struggles, triumphs, beliefs, and emotions. Sometimes funny, sometimes 
heartbreaking, but always thought provoking. And always real. Breaking the mold of what 
a “normal” abortion must look like. 
 
We will read stories submitted through the My Abortion, My Life website. Do you have a 
personal story about abortion? Submit a story at www.MyAbortionMyLife.org. 
 
Free and open to the public. Cash bar. [adapt these details to fit your event] 
 
Questions? Email [your email address]. 

 
 
 

[insert your organization’s logo] 

file:///C:/Users/npit/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/6GPQXJP1/www.MyAbortionMyLife.org
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Sample Event Program 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

[your organization] and My Abortion, My Life present… 

 

Breaking Our Silence 
 

[day, date] 

[venue] 

 

Readers 

 

[Reader #1’s name, affiliation] 

[Reader #2’s name, affiliation] 

[Reader #3’s name, affiliation] 

[Reader #4’s name, affiliation] 

[Reader #5’s name, affiliation] 

[Reader #6’s name, affiliation] 

[Reader #7’s name, affiliation] 

[Reader #8’s name, affiliation] 

[Reader #9’s name, affiliation] 

[Reader #10’s name, affiliation] 

[Reader #11’s name, affiliation] 

[Reader #12’s name, affiliation] 

[Reader #13’s name, affiliation] 

[Reader #14’s name, affiliation] 

[Reader #15’s name, affiliation] 

 

 

[your organization’s logo] 
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Sample Introductory Remarks 

 
 
Good evening, everyone! Welcome to Breaking Our Silence. I’m Nancy Starner, director of 
development and communications with Preterm. Preterm and our My Abortion, My Life project are 
excited to host tonight’s event.  
 
In our culture, the stigma surrounding abortion tells women they should feel one way about having 
an abortion: ashamed. And if they don’t feel ashamed about having an abortion, they should feel 
ashamed for not feeling ashamed about it. This stigma is everywhere—from the media, which often 
depicts a woman who has an abortion as selfish and immoral—to hospitals, which may refuse to 
provide the procedure because of ideology or because they’re afraid of a backlash of anti-abortion 
protesters—to the barrage of laws and policies that target abortion providers and restrict access to 
abortion services—to the women who have had an abortion but keep it as a deep, dark secret that 
they never share—and to all of us when we struggle even to say the word “abortion.” 
 
When we roll back the political rhetoric and make space for people’s complex lived experiences, we 
can see that shame is far from a universal feeling. It exists, yes—along with so many other feelings, 
like relief, ambivalence, sadness, joy, grief, and resilience. 
 
For me, I felt relief. Profound relief. 
  
In 1996, I had an abortion. I didn’t “decide” to have an abortion, because to me there was never a 
question to be decided. I had an abortion because I was pregnant, and I didn’t want to be pregnant.  
 
I was 24, living in New Orleans, working as a librarian in my first job out of college, and starting grad 
school in public health part time. It was the only instance in my entire life—still to this day—that I 
had sex knowing I wasn’t using the right protection. It had been my idea, I wasn’t pressured. I was 
crazy about this guy, and I wanted him to like me. Also, my period was regular like clockwork, and I 
thought I knew where in my cycle I was, and that the risk was low. I was wrong. And I got pregnant.  
 
Over a month later, I started worrying. I took a pregnancy test and remember exactly what I said to 
the guy who was by then my regular boyfriend. “I think I’m pregnant, and I don’t know how you feel 
about this, but I can’t have a baby.” I felt so stupid, I was terrified, and wanted this thing out of me as 
fast as possible. 
 
I called a counselor and was referred to a private practice where I was told there wouldn’t be 
protesters. Something I hadn’t thought of.  
 
My boyfriend came with me. I went back with a nurse, who did a pregnancy test and an ultrasound, 
told me I was 7 weeks pregnant, let me see the screen that showed a small spec in my uterus. Then I 
met with the doctor, a friendly, paternalistic old man with white hair. He said the state made him tell 
me the risk of dying from an abortion, and helpfully added that the risk of dying in childbirth was 
much, much greater. Then, I had to sign some paperwork and wait 24 hours—even in 1996 there was 
a 24-hour waiting period in Louisiana. 
 
The next day at my appointment, everything happened just fine. They gave me an IV, which put me 
to sleep. I remember a nurse waking me up and trying to put my underwear on, but I wouldn’t get 
dressed until I knew I wasn’t pregnant anymore. She reassured me that everything was OK, that it 
had been about the size of a grain of rice, and that it was gone. When I woke up later that afternoon 
from a nap, the nausea was gone, and so was the fear. I felt like normal. And so deeply relieved.  
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I remember mentioning my abortion to a few people at the time. I don’t remember feeling 
embarrassed or ashamed. Mostly, I recall people not knowing how to respond at all. Awkward 
silences. An exception is someone I’d just met who is now one of my dearest friends. Right away, 
when we first met, I told her about my abortion and she told me that the essay that got her into 
college was about being both Catholic and pro-choice. We’ve been friends ever since. 
 
So that’s my abortion story. But there are millions of abortion stories.  
 
Tonight, we’ve collected stories from around the world that were submitted through our My 
Abortion, My Life website. It’s important to note that these stories are truly people’s own words—
raw, unedited, unfiltered stories of their personal experiences. Not framed to fit any agenda or 
narrative. Just people’s experiences. 
 
Because when people share their abortion stories—and when we really listen—we help break the 
cycle of silence, shame, and stigma. 
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Sample Closing Remarks 

 
 
Hello, my name is Dallas Schubert, and I am a Preterm board member. Please join me in thanking:   
    Maria Miranda   [readers in order of speaking] 
    David Hansen 
    Isabella Jaffery 
    Shaina Muñoz 
    Katherine Burke 
    Eli Snow-Rackley 
    Marcia Levine 
    Emma Schubert 
    RA Washington 
    April Alvis 
    Debby Tenenbaum 
    Phyllis Seven Harris 
    Robert Nosanchuk 
    Chrissy Stonebraker-Martinez 
    Nina Turner 
 
for joining their own voices with those of the authors and bringing these stories alive for us this 
evening. Let’s give them all a round of applause. And I would like to thank: 

Gen 
Kristen G. 
Leah 
Courtney 
Sarah 
Elizabeth 
Sarah 
Kim 
Mary Kelley 
Kristie 

 
…and all our anonymous authors for the gift of their stories. We don’t often have the opportunity to 
hear such stories, in large part because there is such stigma and silence surrounding the abortion 
experience. In this stigmatized environment, sharing the fact of your abortion can be difficult and 
scary. I thank our story authors for opening up their lives and hearts to us.  
 
Because it matters. Their stories matter and hearing them makes a difference. 
 
Tonight we heard the stories of 15 women. We heard from older mothers and from teenagers. We 
heard stories of financial concerns and tragic fetal abnormalities, about bad relationships and 
supportive ones. We heard from those who simply did not want to be a parent, and from those who 
wished they could, but life’s circumstances got in the way. We heard about grief, relief, and 
empowerment.  
 
The stories were real, intimate, and honest, and gave us a glimpse into the complexities of human 
lives and reproductive decisions. While there were some common threads, each woman’s story was 
uniquely her own. 
 
I believe these stories have impact. What has been the effect on each of us this evening? Perhaps we 
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are feeling compassion and understanding for the circumstances these women faced and the 
decisions they made. Perhaps hearing these stories has made us think about our own reproductive 
and life decisions. Perhaps they have challenged our assumptions about who has abortions and why. 
Perhaps these women’s stories have made us wonder, how many people in our own lives are carrying 
stories that they haven’t shared with us? 
 
Think about the impact these stories have had on you and then imagine what it would be like if more 
and more people heard these kinds of stories, whether from those they are close to or from strangers. 
What is the potential impact of this kind of story sharing on individuals and on the broader cultural 
environment? 
 
At My Abortion, My Life and [your organization] we think that the sharing of stories can help to shift 
the cultural conditions that perpetuate abortion stigma. When the cycle of shame and silence is 
broken, the benefits will be personal, cultural, and ultimately political.  
 
Imagine women and any person facing pregnancy decisions having the benefit of shared wisdom and 
information. Imagine those who have had abortions feeling less isolated and alone. Imagine abortion 
providers embraced by their communities, and abortion care fully accessible to all who need it. And 
imagine a public more comfortable raising its voice in support of abortion access and less tolerant of 
efforts to restrict it. 
 
We invite you to continue to be a part of the conversation and help make this shift happen. There are 
a variety of ways to do that, from personal conversations to public events like this one.  
 
Tonight I’d like to ask you to do three things: 
 
First, share your own story, or start a conversation. Open up dialogue with someone in your life, let 
them know about your own abortion experience, or about your support for another’s. Take the first 
step in normalizing the abortion experience by making it part of what you talk about with your 
friends, family or acquaintances.  
 
Second, host a My Abortion, My Life House party! These are small informal gatherings where a 
supportive environment is created, stories are shared and perceptions are transformed. We have 
everything you need to get started, including a step-by-step toolkit and a variety of tools, from films 
to readings, to help get the conversation started. [You may want to print some House Party Toolkits 
from www.MyAbortionMyLife.org to have on hand.] 
 
And finally, fight stigma and help ensure access to abortion care for all people, by participating in the 
Preterm Bowl-a-Thon. Start or join a team, and help us raise the awareness and dollars that make 
reproductive choice a reality. [Include any fundraiser or future event your organization will be hosting 
here.] 
 
We have more information on house parties, the Bowl-a-Thon, and a full list of how you can get 
involved available for you on your way out. 
 
Thank you again to all our readers, the story authors, and to all of you for joining us this evening. 
Have a warm and safe drive home. 

http://www.myabortionmylife.org/
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Sample Sign-In Sheet 
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Ethical Story-Sharing 

 
 
“The most effective advocates are those whose goals, agendas, and strategies are shaped by the 
people whose lives are most impacted by an issue. If you are an advocate working on abortion issues, 
and you are sharing or considering sharing personal stories as a way to influence people toward your 
position, ethical storysharing practices can deepen your impact.”  —Exhale 
 
In the interest of being the best advocates of abortion issues as we can, we have adapted these 
guidelines from Exhale’s “A Storysharing Guide for Ethical Advocates”, 2011. Visit 
exhaleprovoice.org/sites/default/files/users/aspen/ExhaleStorysharingGuideforEthicalAdvocates20
11.pdf for the full publication and for other useful resources for promoting ethical story-sharing 
practices. 
 
For more information on ethical story-sharing and supporting people who share their abortion stories, 
check out the resources from The Sea Change Program at seachangeprogram.org/our-work/untold-
stories-project/storytelling-research. 
 
 
1. Gain informed consent. Informed consent is a critical element of sharing stories ethically. The 

My Abortion, My Life website invites people from around the world to submit their stories 
voluntarily—to “share your story with us and others who are looking for information and 
support”—with the explicit understanding that they are giving My Abortion, My Life “permission 
to use my story to end the silence about the millions of women who have had an abortion.” 

 
2. Understand the impacts of technology. Reaching the most people doesn’t always mean having 

the most influence. Though technology and social media have made it easier for more people to 
tell their own stories in their own words, there is a conundrum: The more broadly a story is shared 
through social media, the less a storyteller is able to control what happens to the story after it is 
told. In addition to its very public website, My Abortion, My Life promotes the sharing of stories 
in private, intimate settings such as house parties. We believe that sparking a conversation about 
abortion can happen in many circumstances and that personal connection and empathy form the 
cornerstone for effective communication.  

 
3. Help storytellers rise above stigma. Stigma, while a social condition, is personally experienced. 

People who experience stigma can feel alone and isolated, and they will often keep their feelings, 
stories, and experiences to themselves, rather than risk judgment or criticism. My Abortion, My 
Life creates safe spaces for nuanced and respectful conversation about abortion experiences—and 
provides resources and tools to get those conversations started. My Abortion, My Life recognizes 
that it is stigma that prevents everyone from signing her full name to her abortion story, so we 
offer the option of using only a first name or being anonymous. 

 
4. Use whole stories, not talking points. This is the hallmark of My Abortion, My Life. We believe 

strongly in publishing stories in their entirety, with only the lightest of editing in cases where it’s 
necessary for comprehension. The Breaking Our Silence event uses whole, not partial stories, just 
as they were submitted. 

 
  

file:///C:/Users/amal/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/86G4A35R/exhaleprovoice.org/sites/default/files/users/aspen/ExhaleStorysharingGuideforEthicalAdvocates2011.pdf
file:///C:/Users/amal/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/86G4A35R/exhaleprovoice.org/sites/default/files/users/aspen/ExhaleStorysharingGuideforEthicalAdvocates2011.pdf
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Breaking Our Silence Story-Sharing Event Feedback  

 
Thank you for hosting a Breaking our Silence event! We hope that you and your guests enjoyed the 
program. Your feedback is important to us. Please complete this form and return it to Preterm, 12000 
Shaker Blvd., Cleveland, OH 44120 or email to info@preterm.org.   

 
1. Date of event: 

 
2. Location: 
 

 
3. How many people attended your event? 
 
 
4. Which stories were read at your event? 
 
 
 
 

5. Were you surprised by anything you encountered while planning this event? 
 
 
 
 

6. Did any of your readers or guests share feedback about the stories? If so, can you share this 
feedback with us?  

 
 
 
 
7. Do you think the story-sharing event changed the way your guests think about abortion? How? 
 
 
 
 
8. Did you find any of the materials included in this toolkit useful? Which ones? 
 
 
 
 

9. Any comments for improving the format or materials? 
 
 
 
 
10. Any comments about your experience that we can share on our website to encourage others to 

host a Breaking Our Silence event? 
  

mailto:info@preterm.org
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Breaking Our Silence Story-Sharing Event 

Story Selections Vol. 1 

 

1. “I am 39 years old. I am a mother of 2 and have been a mom half of my life. When I had my 

first child I was 16 and was talked into keeping my first born by my family. When you are that young 

it’s hard to really have a say in anything. I never got to go to a school dance nor did I graduate from 

high school. I finally got my GED when I was 20. I never once regretted having my son though. 

However, I know that I wasn’t the best mother I could have been for him. Does anyone at 16 really 

know how to be? 

 

Eleven years later I had my second child. She was a planned baby, and my relationship only lasted 4 

years with the father because he became abusive, and I did the best thing I could for my kids and I 

and left him. It is really hard to raise children on your own. My daughter is now 11 years old and I 

have always been very responsible with birth control since my son was born. 

 

Five years ago I met a great, kind, and loving man who would do anything for me and my children, 

he is my best friend and a great father figure. He also has 3 kids of his own from a previous marriage. 

We decided together earlier in our relationship that we both did not want to have any more children, 

with 5 already between the both of us, and we were very careful and responsible in making sure that 

did not happen. 

 

Unfortunately you can’t control everything and my birth control failed. I never thought in my life that 

I would ever be the person who had to hold the burden of an abortion. I never thought that I would 

have to be someone to end a life, and how hard it would be for me to do so. I am six months away 

from graduating with my bachelor’s degree. I have fought for so long to get to this point in my life, 

that my kids were finally old enough for me to be able to do this to better myself for our lives 

together, and to have another child now would put a hold on what I have been trying to achieve for 

so long. 

 

I did not want to have to have an abortion and I have cried every day since I found out I was 

pregnant and the choice I would have to make. It is a very hard decision, but I know it is the best 

choice to make right now, not just for me but for my whole family. To have another child right now, 

living with my parents, my boyfriend who just got a new job but had been laid off for months, and 

me being so close to graduation and about to start a new chapter in my life. I am about to have a 

bachelor’s degree, to have a career, to be independent from my parents or from anyone for the first 

time in my life.  
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To have a child right now, for not just me, but for everyone around me, would just throw a wrench in 

the goals I have been working on for so long and would create a weight on everyone’s shoulders in 

my life, and that is something that is unfair to put on anyone when you know you can’t do it yourself. 

My boyfriend was very supportive, and he knew that although we both agreed we didn’t want any 

more kids, that if I decided to follow through with the pregnancy he would support me with that as 

well. 

 

Today is Monday, and I had my abortion 3 days ago on Friday. I don’t regret what I did, considering 

my situation. I do wish my situation was different, but there is more than just myself to think about. I 

have already raised two kids through poverty, not being able to do what the other kids get to because 

we are poor. My dad has had to help me all my life and still is at 39 years old because he knows 

without my degree I would not be able to raise 2 kids on my own. I would never burden him with 

another. I hope in 6 months when I graduate I will be able to change our futures for the better, and I 

just could not put another child or my family through what we have already been though again. 

 

Do I feel bad for what I did, yes, it hurts my heart beyond words. But I know it was the best thing to 

do even though it was the hardest thing I have ever done in my life. It might take me a while to feel 

“normal” again and I know I will never get over it. But I hope it gets better though telling my story 

and counseling, and I hope it gets better for those of you that have to make this same choice.”   

—Anonymous   

 

2. “My husband and I had been married for 5 years when I had to have an abortion. We were 

trying desperately to get pregnant and had finally decided to start using fertility drugs. I was just 

getting ready to start my second round and needed to do a pregnancy test before I started the drugs. 

To my surprise and immense joy it came up positive. My husband and I were so incredibly happy, we 

immediately started buying baby items and planning for the birth. 

 

When I went in for my first blood tests, they came back abnormal, but I was assured that there were 

many reasons for the readings to be off. My husband and I continued to buy baby clothes and even 

bought a baby book. My mom sent me maternity clothes she thought were cute, it was going to be 

her first grandchild. 

 

At our first ultrasound my husband and I cried when we saw the little heart beating. Suddenly, the 

technician got an odd look on her face and said she would be right back. Soon the doctor came in 

and explained to us that the ultrasound has shown severe abnormalities that indicated genetic 

problems. My husband and I were devastated, but we still held out hope. We decided to get an 

amniocentesis done to get answers. We lived in a small, very religions town, and my doctor dragged 

his feet to both do the amnio and to give me the results. 

 

At 20 weeks we finally got the results of the amnio...they were bad. My doctor also told us we were 

having a son. The doctor gave me the news of my child’s sex as if it were a joyous occasion. In the 

next week we traveled to nearby towns to talk to geneticists and other specialists to see if there was 

any hope. We were told that I had an 80% chance of spontaneous abortion, and if I did carry to term 

my son would probably die within the first weeks of life. We decided to terminate. 
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It was a two day procedure that was done at an abortion clinic. I honestly cannot remember the 

procedure. I also cannot remember the exact date of this tragedy...it is something that, to this day, I 

cannot fully face. I remember the day I found out I was pregnant and the estimated day of 

conception, but I am too weak to force myself to remember the day my son died. Even though I 

know we made the right choice, I am still filled with sadness and guilt that I had to terminate a 

pregnancy and lose a son I so desperately wanted. But I will be forever grateful that my husband and 

I were allowed to make the choice.” —Gen  

 

3. “It was the summer before I started my sophomore year in high school. My boyfriend and I 

started dating in December and he was my best friend two years prior. I found out I was pregnant in 

May, had an abortion in June, then found out I was pregnant again in July, and had another abortion 

in August.  

 

My mom was disappointed, my dad never found out, and my brother started hating my boyfriend. 

My experience getting the abortions was wonderful, as terrible as that is to say. I got the conscious 

sedation, took a little nap while it was happening. Before I was completely affected by the sedation, 

my nurse grabbed my hand and smiled at me—and that made everything great because I wanted my 

mom there soooo bad. 

 

The second time, no one held my hand but they were just as nice to me; it was very reassuring. My 

boyfriend and I are still together after 3 years and talking about having our first baby next year. 

Having the abortions made me a stronger person.”  —Kristen G. 

 

4. “Well, I’m an American living in Mexico with my Mexican husband. We have several children 

already when I found out my Paraguard failed and I was pregnant. We immediately decided we 

couldn’t bring another baby into the world. I almost died during my last birth and was warned 

another baby would kill me. But in Mexico abortion is illegal in every state except the federal district 

some two hours away from me. 

 

So I decided to try Cytotec, as it’s easily bought in pharmacies. I took 12 under the tongue over a 9 

hour course. I bled heavily and thought I had completed it. After five weeks, I still had positive 

pregnancy tests so I called the clinic and set up an appointment on a Sunday. I was 10 weeks by then 

so I traveled on a subway for two hours to get there. The staff was supportive and after administering 

misoprostol to soften my cervix and doing an ultrasound I went into the procedure room. I had 

manual aspiration. It was quite painful, to be honest, but not unbearable. The suction part hurt the 

most, but afterwards they led me to a room with three other women to recover. The cramps hurt for 

two days, then stopped. 

 

I am Catholic so I had to make up an elaborate miscarriage story to friends to keep from being 

judged, but I don’t regret my abortion. My baby went straight to heaven and I know God sees our 

hearts and loves me and knew my desperation and fear of dying or almost dying in childbirth. I 

actually cannot thank the clinic in Mexico City enough. Without them I’m sure I would not be alive 

to write this today.”  —Leah   
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5. “My abortion story is not one I ever thought I’d have, but since I do, I feel the need to share 

my experience as it was other women’s stories that helped me through this time in my life. I’ll start by 

saying today I had a surgical abortion without sedation as I am not comfortable with the out of it, 

groggy feeling you experience from the mild sedation they offer. 

 

My husband and I have a 6 month old son. On July 31st I was laid off from my job. I worked from 

home for a company located on the opposite coast as their regional support manager. The situation 

was ideal as it allowed me the liberty of being home with my son while still having a career and 

bringing home a nice salary to help support our family. I was making a little more than double what 

my husband brings in. Two days after I was laid off I found out I was pregnant, I was on the mini pill 

but had stopped breastfeeding. My next exam was in September and I planned to wait until then to 

switch birth control methods as my health insurance would not have covered the additional visit. The 

decision to have an abortion was extremely difficult for me and my husband.  

I don’t know when I’ll find another job, or whether the salary will be comparable to my previous 

salary. I also knew that the further along I got in my pregnancy the less likely the chance I would get 

hired. It was also safe to assume that I would not find another legitimate work from home 

opportunity and daycare costs would become a factor. After a lot of serious discussions, and crying, I 

decided I would have a medication abortion. I made the appointment, went to the clinic, went 

through all of the steps while crying, and decided that I would prefer the surgical method, so I had to 

schedule a second appointment. 

 

Today I went in for my surgical abortion, this time without tears. I was most nervous about the 

sedation, after speaking with counselors and nurses I decided that I would be able to handle the 

procedure without sedation. The procedure was very quick, less than 5 minutes, it was painful, more 

like extreme discomfort with bad period cramps. There was a nurse and counselor on either side 

holding my hands, talking to me to help distract me. I can say it was not unbearable, if I had the 

choice to go back and do it differently I would still choose no sedation. When I went to the recovery 

room there were two other girls who were done before me, sitting there dazed and loopy from the 

sedation. I was given a hot water bottle, ginger ale, and graham crackers. The cramping stopped after 

5 minutes and I was able to get up and get dressed and leave.  

 

Right now I feel fine, I’m sitting here playing with my son, something that may have been difficult 

had I been sedated, since my husband had to go to work. While this was not my ideal decision, I can 

say that I’m glad I had the option. I’m sure I’ll have some emotions to deal with, as I had been very 

emotional up until today, for some reason I was very calm today, I do feel that we made the right 

decision.”  —Anonymous   

 

6. “It was last year, the beginning of June, two months before my seventeenth birthday, and I 

found out I was pregnant. I was very scared and worried what my parents would think once they had 

found out their only daughter was pregnant.  

 

I ended up having a friend tell my mother about the pregnancy; it broke her heart. She was leaning 

toward me getting an abortion, but at first, I was totally against it. I had thought if I got an abortion I 
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would regret it the rest of my life. The thought of an abortion became a lot easier after my mother 

and cousin talked to me about their abortions in the past. I put a lot of thought into it, and realized I 

wasn’t ready to bring a child into this world. My child would have been due in February, and I really 

don’t regret what I have done. It just proves I wasn’t ready to bring a child into this world yet.”  

—Courtney   

 

7. “I had just gotten out of a long term relationship, when I had sex with someone who I 

thought was a good guy. From all the stress of exams and my breakup, I hadn’t realized I’d missed 

my period. It wasn’t until I had an extremely vivid dream about being pregnant that I realized I’d 

missed my period. I woke up the next morning, went to the chemist, and got a pregnancy test. My 

heart dropped when I saw those two lines appear. 

 

I told the father, and he was so horrible, told me it wasn't his (even though he was the only person I’d 

slept with) and he called me some very horrible names. A week went by and I was confused as to 

what I was going to do. The father messaged me asking me if I was going to have an abortion—and 

that I should, or else. He threatened me, blackmailed me, he made the hardest time of my life almost 

unbearable. 

 

I went backwards and forwards for weeks on my decision, and it wasn’t until my 21st birthday that I 

realized abortion was the best thing for me at this point in my life. I had my abortion a week after my 

21st birthday. I was 10 weeks and 6 days pregnant, and it was the hardest day of my life. I sat in the 

car outside the clinic waiting to go in, and at that point I still wasn’t even sure I was going to go 

through with it. 

 

It’s been 5 months now since my abortion. Although I know that it was 100% the right choice for me 

at the time, it still makes me sad every now and then. It is definitely a decision I will have to live with 

for the rest of my life, but I wouldn’t change it for anything.”  —Sarah 

 

8. “It could never happen to me. I am a planner. I am responsible. I always use protection. I 

waited until I was 27 to start having sex. I’m still 27. And now my abortion is part of my narrative. 

The weeks following my positive pregnancy test were the most difficult and trying of my life. My 

conservative childhood collided with my progressive adulthood and forced me to make a choice. 

 

And I chose to love myself and make the best decision for me. I am relieved. I am angry I can’t share 

my narrative with some of those closest to me for fear of making their worlds crash down around 

them. But I am empowered and thankful to be connected with a THIRD of the women in the United 

States—and all women throughout history who have taken control of their own bodies. I support 

whatever decision women make for themselves. Whichever decision is made is the right one. And I 

made the right one for me. It has been an incredible opportunity for me to open up and accept love 

from my family and closest friends. I am lucky. I embrace my abortion, my life.”  

—Elizabeth  
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9. “I'm 22 years old and had an abortion this past year. I love children and always was pro-

choice but never thought I would actually have my own abortion. I found out I was pregnant this 

year 2 weeks after my then-boyfriend domestically assaulted me and then left town. 

 

At first I had every intention of giving the baby up for adoption, but as the first few weeks progressed 

the father of the child decided he wanted to be a part of the child’s life, and would not take no for an 

answer. As some of you may know, if one parent of the child does not want it to be put up, then it 

cannot be. I was devastated that I wouldn’t be able to help a family because I know there are many 

people who cannot have children of their own that would make great parents. The father then 

wouldn’t leave me alone even though there was a restraining order on him. He was not only abusive 

but over time I came to terms with the fact that he was a sociopath, someone so out of touch with 

reality that he was dangerous. I am not one to just throw a term out there like that either—I did my 

research and it took me a long time to actually admit that it was true. 

 

I was scared for myself and my child. Living in fear of what could be or what kind of life my child 

was going to be subject to. I knew in my heart that this wasn’t right. I made my decision to terminate 

my pregnancy and within a week I went in for surgery. I DO NOT and WILL NOT ever regret what 

I did. At that time it was what was right for my child and my life. You always must stand up for what 

you believe is right no matter what people think, this is your life, you are the one that lives it, nobody 

else.”  —Anonymous  

 

10. “Moving from Maryland to Cleveland to finish my education and start a career, I would’ve 

never expected to find myself pregnant. So, when I got my abortion, during spring finals in my first 

year of law school, I felt nothing but relief, and gratitude for the women who came before me. My 

abortion was the final push I needed to confirm my path as a women’s rights advocate, to work 

towards making this world a more equal place for women and girls. I now tell my abortion story 

freely, with pride and with conviction, to anyone who will listen. Mostly I tell the story of my 

abortion to people I end up debating reproductive rights issues with. Telling my story gives people 

insight into the real lives of women who get abortions and it takes the conversation out of the 

abstract and into the real world where it ought to be. 

 

However, I have not been so eager to tell the story of my abortion to my family. I still have only told 

my Mom the news. One day, sitting out by the pool, we were discussing my volunteer work at 

Preterm, the abortion clinic where I had mine and where I now volunteer. My Mom asked me what I 

think of the women who come into the clinic. I was a little dismayed because, while my Mom is not a 

political person, she is also not a judgmental person and I perceived the question as such. I got 

defensive and told her I view the women who come into Preterm as strong women who, in the face 

of a multitude of opposition, are making an important choice about their lives and their bodies. 

 

Finally, I told her, “Mom, you know, I had an abortion about a year ago.” To my surprise, she was 

not surprised. Instead, she replied that for years she had wanted to tell me and my siblings about her 

abortion. My Mother grew up with eight siblings in a Roman Catholic household, which is why I was 

surprised when she told me that when she was in high school she had gotten pregnant and went to 

her Mother, who took her to get an abortion. Her Mother was embarrassed about her daughter 
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getting an abortion so she took her to New York where my Uncle lived, and had the procedure done 

there. I asked her what she thought about getting an abortion and she said that she didn’t think much 

of it, she was young and careless and the abortion was just something that needed to be done. 

 

Learning about my own Mother’s experience with abortion takes the conversation full circle. I would 

most likely not be here today, nor would my brother or sister, had my Mom not had her abortion. 

Thus, the argument—that terminating unwanted pregnancies kills babies—may be countered with the 

argument that not terminating unwanted pregnancies kills babies. If the babies we are talking about in 

both instances—the ones aborted and the ones a woman may plan for in the future—are “potential” 

babies anyways, what is the difference?  

 

My story, in a lot of ways, mirrors my Mother’s. I too was not ready for motherhood. We both had 

different reasons and realities informing our decisions, but we both envisioned a future for ourselves, 

which would be lost if we were to become mothers then. For both of us, our abortions made it 

possible to become who we want to be, not in the abstract, but in our actual, real lives as women.”   

—Sarah  

 

11. “What I want to say about my abortions is this: I am glad I had them. That sentiment is 5 

years in the making. I had two abortions in 6 months; it wasn't easy, and at the time I had my doubts. 

But with the gift of hindsight I can say, with complete clarity, that having children would have been a 

huge mistake.  

 

My boyfriend at the time was not a good partner to me. He’s not in my life anymore, and I am 

thankful for that, and aware that it wouldn’t be possible if we’d had children together. I moved away 

from the town I was living in, where there were no jobs. If I’d had children I would be stuck in a 

town I didn’t want to live in, making sub-poverty wages. Most importantly in my mind is, I know 

now that I do not want children, which I wasn’t sure about at the time. Getting to that realization 

without having kids is such a blessing. 

 

I know that there are people out there who would call my relief selfish. To them I say: I am not a 

baby making machine. I am not a joyous creator of life goddess-thing. I am a human being and my 

life belongs to me, not to children that never were, politicians who think it is their business, or 

religious people who think all souls are in their care. Your ire and judgment do not change that I 

made the most mature decision possible. Without children I am free and sane, and I value that more 

than I value your opinions.”  —Kim 

 

12. “During my teen years, I was very involved in my church youth group. One of our activities 

was protesting abortion clinics. I held up signs letting people know that abortion kills children. I told 

people that abortion was murder. Then I became pregnant and unmarried at a young age and I knew 

I would keep my baby. Being a mom completely changed my life for good. I went on to have 3 more 

children. It’s not easy, but it is awesome. 

 

Having them helped me to see that being a parent is not for everyone. It’s an important job and takes 

a lot of work. I also realized it’s not for everyone and should not be forced on anyone. My opinion on 
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abortion changed dramatically when I was 37. I was dealing with a failing marriage, a lot of debt, and 

4 kids that kept me extremely busy. Still, I knew I would not be able to keep this baby. 

 

I was in love with the idea of being pregnant, and while I was pregnant I let this child know that I was 

grateful for the sacrifice it was going to make. Having a safe, supportive place to go for my abortion 

made it a much easier decision. There was no judgment, no pressure. I was surprised to meet many 

women here in my exact situation. The “other side” leads you to believe in a stereotype of women 

who have abortions and of the clinics. None of it was true. I feel very lucky to be able to make my 

own choice. I made the best choice for the 4 beautiful kids I already have at home.”  —Anonymous  

 

13. “I had sex with my best friend from college for the first time. We were both back in town for 

a mutual friend’s wedding. We had been best friends for six years and after a few drinks and not 

having seen each other in a year, we had sex. One time. And it was great, but I couldn’t remember if 

we used protection or not so I went to the pharmacy to get Plan B in the morning and they told me 

they were out. So I went to the next pharmacy—and success! 

 

I am not on birth control but I track my cycles and it looked as though I was in the clear zone. But I 

figured we couldn’t be too safe, and took Plan B anyway. Time passed. My period was one week late 

so I took a pregnancy test just to ease my thoughts. I just knew there was no way I was pregnant. 

Even if we hadn’t used a condom, I shouldn’t have been ovulating the night we had sex and I took 

Plan B. 

 

I was wrong. The test was positive. 

 

I called my friend who was the father. He lives many states away from me. I’m in graduate school and 

he just started his career after finishing his master’s. We are and always will be best friends, but we 

had no intentions of parenting a child together. The decision wasn’t easy, but we knew it was the 

right one. And he supported me as best he could from 1,000 miles away. No health reasons. Not 

necessarily because of money. But simply because neither of a wants a kid yet. And it's as simple as 

that.”  —Anonymous 

 

14. “Twenty years ago, I had an abortion because I wanted one. My reasons are my own and are 

valid because I say they are. Just like each woman’s choice to have an abortion or to not have one is 

ultimately her own decision and is valid because it is her decision about her body, her life, and her 

future. 

 

Shaming women, blaming women, harassing women and our supportive partners, family and friends 

and our medical providers will not stop abortions. Shame, fear and misinformation will not stop 

people from having sex, or having unwanted pregnancies or having abortions. 

 

We must never go back to the days of unsafe, self-induced or underground illegal abortions. There is 

no reason why this topic needs to continue to be surrounded by stigma and shame. We won't go 

back. 
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To me, the most important part of my story is this: my abortion was safe, legal and accessible to me. I 

want every woman to always have the same reproductive option I had.”  —Mary Kelley 

 

15. “I had been dating this amazing guy for about 3 months. Sexually, we had been careful. I had 

been on birth control for years, and never imagined anything could happen...until I went in for my 

annual check up with my gyno. She called me an hour after I left her office. I thought this was odd, 

and became concerned that something was wrong. I answered the phone and she told me something 

I never thought was possible. “Sweetie, you’re pregnant.” 

 

What happened next can only be described as shock. She asked me if I knew what I wanted to do, 

and I just started sobbing uncontrollably. I was driving to my boyfriend’s house, and had to pull to 

the side of the road. I told her I would call her as soon as I had made a decision. I called my 

boyfriend and couldn’t keep myself from blurting it out. “Baby, I'm pregnant.” He told me to get to 

his place as soon as possible, and I did. 

 

We spent hours over the next several days discussing our options. Neither one of us could financially 

support a child, not to mention the fact that we had been dating a very short amount of time. I have 

always wanted kids, and he has not, but that didn’t matter. We loved each other, but we weren’t ready 

to love a child, not to mention the fact that we would have become parents dependent on welfare. 

 

I called my doctor to tell her what we decided. I couldn’t believe how much she tried to change my 

decision. She continually told me to call adoption hotlines, to consider my options...she wouldn’t take 

no for an answer. Not only was I making the hardest decision of my life, but she was making it more 

difficult for me. I had to yell to get her to stop. “Listen, I have made my decision after countless tears 

and going back and forth a thousand times. This is what is best for me. Stop trying to convince me 

otherwise.” She promptly gave me a referral. 

 

The day came about three weeks later, and I was anxious. My boyfriend and I had been up crying 

most of the previous night. I found out I was 10 weeks pregnant. I started crying, and cried through 

most of the procedure. My boyfriend was right there with me the whole time, and was nothing but 

supportive. On our way back to his apartment, he asked “How do you feel?” The only word I could 

muster was “relieved.” 

 

It wasn’t an easy choice, but I know it was the right one. I was finishing up graduate school, and just 

about to start my life. I won’t ever say that I don’t want children, or that my choice was right for 

everyone. What I will say is that it was the right choice for me, and I have not regretted it once in the 

3 months that have passed. I will have children one day, but it will be on my terms, by my choice.” 

 —Kristie  

 

16.  “I had an abortion when I was 24 years old. I was living and working in Europe. I was also 

about to enter graduate school. I had been really careless with my birth control. The father was a man 

that I was with for a few years. He still remains to be my best friend and fiancee. There were too 

many plans we had for the future with travel, school and professional life. It was not a matter of 

health or rape, but a matter based on finances and my mental well being. 
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I felt there were things I needed to do before I have a child. This sounds really selfish, but I knew in 

my heart that if I were to bring a child into this world that I would not be the best mother I could be. 

I'd go into old age feeling as though I missed out on what I wanted to do and I feel the child would 

suffer. Many women would love to throw stones at me for this reasoning, but in my heart I think I 

did the right thing. I was not ready. I did not have any maternal instinct and I would have been 

miserable. 

 

I am now in my early 30s, have a successful career, have seen much of the world and have a masters 

degree. I am also going to marry my partner of almost 10 years. I now feel as though I am in a better 

place and condition. I took the abortion pill at exactly 5 weeks. It was rather painful, but it only took 

a couple of days of rest to recover. I had this over with at a very early time. I do not regret my 

decision.”  —Heidi 

 

17.  “I am 20 years old. I have 2 children, both by the same man, who is the only man I've ever 

had intercourse with, and the only man I've ever loved. Our oldest is soon to be 5 years old, and our 

youngest is 7 1/2 months. Tomorrow I'm calling to schedule an abortion. I just found out that I am 

pregnant again, despite the fact I am on the birth control pill. 

 

I'm scared to death that I will later regret it, or it will be extremely painful. This is my only choice, 

considering my husband's work has slowed down during the winter months, and we are pressed for 

time to buy a house, and money is VERY tight. I'm in college, full time for nursing as well.  

 

Having a child right now will put such a stress on my schoolwork and home life. We struggle enough 

as it is. I'm not going to have another child if I can't promise them a great life. I do not regret my 

other children, but sometimes it's a real struggle providing for them and adding another will just make 

things even more terrible. So glad I can get my feelings out on this site. Wish my family luck during 

this journey.”  —Anonymous 

 

18.  “I was 18 when I found out. I consistently used condoms with my boyfriend at the time, and 

less than a year out of high school, I was panicked. I knew that abortion was the right choice for me, 

due to my mental health issues, endless medication list and recent acceptance to university. I wrote all 

of these down and I still have the list, in case I ever have doubts. 

 

When I went to the clinic, the staff was incredibly friendly, and I saw a wide variety of ages and 

ethnicities in the waiting room, a good reminder to everyone that it's not just teenage white girls who 

get abortions. And people were smiling and laughing, which was incredibly comforting. I was worried 

it'd be gloomy and scary. Although, I was personally just scared of having a minor surgery. I had an 

ultrasound (I couldn't see the screen) and then I spoke with a counselor who answered my questions 

about pain and aftercare and also told me about the patch as a method of birth control as a backup 

for condoms. 

 

A nurse gave me an Ativan and I waited in a comfy blanket skirt for about forty-five minutes, when a 

different nurse brought me to the procedure room and explained everything as the doctor came in. I 
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was given a sedative, and I remember hearing my heart rate monitor beep plus the sound of the 

machine and telling the nurse we must be on Star Trek, hearing the “whooOOSH.” I remember both 

of us trying not to laugh. I had minor nausea after the roughly 5-minute procedure, plus some terrible 

cramps, but when I left the clinic I felt like singing “Walking on Sunshine” at the top of my lungs. I 

still feel like that! 

 

My ex and I broke up very shortly afterwards (for a different reason) but he was still incredibly 

supportive and I can't thank him enough for that. I never doubted my decision, and if I ever do I can 

read my list and put my mind at ease. It was right for me!”  —Laura 

 

19.  “I am 29 years old, a mother of two and I find myself pregnant with my third child. I am a 

mom! I have a special needs 5 year old and a 3 year old. I love my kids to death, they are my world. 

Neither of them were planned, but I never thought about not keeping either one of them. I have 

always said that I will NEVER have an abortion. I decided this at a much younger age, when I found 

out that I had PCOS and may not be able to have children. 

 

I am about 6-7 weeks pregnant with my third child. Today is a Saturday and on Monday I am calling a 

local abortion clinic to schedule an abortion. This was NOT an easy decision. Me and my fiance (not 

the father of my other two kids) have been going back and forth on this for the past week since we 

found out. 

 

Yes, I want another child someday... but that someday is not now. There are more things against us 

than going for us (work schedules, kids schedules and school, lack of sitters, our goals,) but the 

ultimate deciding factor is that This pregnancy DOES NOT feel right. It's in my gut, and in my heart, 

that this is not something that I can do right now, I cannot have a baby right now. I feel great about 

my decision. YES, I have done all the research and I have seen the images and read the stories. If 

abortion was not right for me, I never would have thought it as a possibility.”  —Tina 
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Breaking Our Silence Story-Sharing Event 

Story Selections Vol. 2 

 

1. “It is very hard to write my story because I have to get over the shame I feel for my past 

situation that resulted in an unplanned pregnancy. Along the years, I tried to speak about it to a few 

people, but I ended up telling half-truths and what I thought at the time were lies. Nevertheless, I 

knew I wanted so badly to tell my story to a trusting and non-judgmental person. The only one I told 

the whole truth to was my therapist a couple years later.  

 

This is now my true story: I had a bitter divorce at age 26 from a marriage that lasted two years. I 

turned to alcohol and pills with the intention of blacking out to forget my “pathetic” circumstances 

and often times I woke up in someone’s random apartment not knowing how I got there. 

 

I met three different men on separate occasions and would bounce back and forth between spending 

the night with them, each not knowing I had other lovers. Only one of them did I truly have feelings 

for, but felt so ashamed to show it because I was betraying his trust by sleeping with two other men. I 

stopped using birth control one month prior because I was determined after the divorce I wouldn’t 

trust another man in bed—except the alcohol and pills made me act otherwise.  

 

I was careless having unprotected sex, because in a way I thought my body and life isn’t worth it 

anymore. I missed my period and took a test, of course turning out to be positive. Never once did I 

feel I was going to keep it, because I didn’t know which of the three men got me pregnant.  

 

I turned to the man I had feelings for, saying I got pregnant from my ex-husband the last month we 

were still married. I still don’t know why I confided in him, but I thought he’d be supportive. He 

accompanied me to Planned Parenthood and I scheduled my abortion.  

 

Three different clinicians encouraged me to have a medical abortion, saying I would “miscarry at 

home and it feels like a heavy period.” I got the pills, went home, and decided it’s best to be alone 

during the process. I ate a big breakfast, as directed, and waited for the pills to kick in. It didn’t take 

long until I ran to the bathroom and had intense diarrhea accompanied by heavy bleeding and 

cramps. I had to pee, vomit, bleed, and poop at the same time and went to the shower to expel 

everything. I cried and my nose was snotting; basically every orifice in my body was expelling bodily 

fluids.  

 

I am a doula (childbirth coach) and used my birthing methods to overcome the pain, but it still was 

excruciating. I felt I was being punished and deserved all the pain that was raw and embarrassing. I 
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still bled after two weeks (something they said would pass) so I went for my follow up appointment 

and, lo and behold, I was still pregnant with remaining tissue inside my uterus.  

 

No one told me that was a risk, and that risk also can lead to septicemia that can kill me. I ended up 

with a D&C with a doctor that looked at my file and said flatly, “I see the pills didn’t work. Well I’m 

sorry about that.” I started bawling. For the first time I cried, and the anesthesiologist yelled at me, 

“Stop crying!” because apparently my airways need to be fully clear when I go under general 

anesthesia. I didn’t know that either. 

 

For years I bottled in the experience, and wanted to talk about it. I lied to some clients that told me 

they miscarried in the past, saying that I too miscarried once and I understand their pain. I felt terrible 

afterwards for lying but somewhat relieved to at least say a “half-truth.” 

 

I went to a post-abortion support group, also saying I got pregnant by my ex-husband, because I 

didn’t want to seem like a whore who got pregnant by—who knows! I talked to a girl recently who 

sought my doula advice because she was freshly post-abortion and was undergoing severe stress. I 

told her my story, and then felt compelled to seek counseling and tell my true story. She was a 

godsend that helped me open up my floodgates, and now… this is my story. 

 

 I am no longer afraid to say I got pregnant by one of three men, I was 26 years old, I come from a 

religious background where this situation is “shameful,” and I lied to my clients about miscarrying. 

But all in all, I am proud to say I stuck to my decision and never regretted getting an abortion. I am 

happy now that I had the choice to keep or terminated, and I am happy that my body can conceive.  

 

I feel free now, but the shame still sets in every now and then, like when I see a mother with a three-

year-old, because that would have been me. My doula clients are becoming mothers, and that also 

pains me sometimes because I would have been that three years ago. I sometimes feel that I’ll still be 

“punished,” and my next pregnancy will result in a miscarriage or that my baby will have deformities 

or another disability. 

 

That is my struggle, but this is why I’m writing my story—because finally admitting the truth is 

making up for those years I kept silent. I hope I inspire others to not be ashamed of their true story 

either.”  —Yael 

 

2. “I have always been pro-choice, but when I was put in a situation to decide what choice I had 

to make, it was the hardest decision of my life. I had broke up with my ex before I found out I was 

pregnant. I was so scared I didn’t know what to do. I called him and told him I was pregnant. He was 

so excited—telling me how much he loved me and whatnot. The next day we went to Planned 

Parenthood and took a test, it was positive. I couldn’t stop crying. He didn't have a care in the world 

how I felt as long as he was happy. He kept telling me not to get an abortion, that it was against 

God’s will. (I'm not a religious person). 

 

I went home, and all I was thinking was—how was I going to raise this baby. I had a part-time job at 

a salon, I still lived at home with my parents, my ex didn’t have a job—he made money selling I-have-
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no-idea-what. But he kept telling me he was going to change, he was going to treat me better, and get 

a job to take care of me and the baby. So I tried to be how we used to be when we were together. 

When I finally told my parents, they were so hurt and disappointed in me I felt horrible. I knew I had 

let them down. My father told me to get rid of it, my mother wanted me to marry my ex if I was 

going to keep the baby. When I told my ex he somehow turned the whole situation to being about 

him. 

 

A few days after that, I realized how unhealthy my relationship was with my ex. He was going back to 

his old ways—finding ways to make me feel bad about something, starting a fight for no reason. I 

told my parents I wanted the abortion. I knew if I went through with the pregnancy, I would be stuck 

in this relationship, living off welfare and not moving on in life. I wanted to tell my ex I had 

miscarried. I was scared of his reaction if I told him about my decision. The clinic I chose to go to 

had such a kind, caring staff—they put me at ease. The counseling the clinic provided helped calm 

my nerves and the counselor helped me realized how unhealthy my relationship was. After the 

procedure I felt relieved. I’m going to be honest—there are still days where I feel sad, angry at myself, 

scared. But I just keep telling myself I did what was best for me. I’m starting my life all over again and 

learning to love myself a little more.”  —Anonymous   

 

3. ”I had an abortion when I was 24 years old. I was living and working in Europe. I was also 

about to enter graduate school. I had been really careless with my birth control. The father was a man 

that I was with for a few years. He still remains to be my best friend and fiancé. There were too many 

plans we had for the future with travel, school and professional life. It was not a matter of health or 

rape, but a matter based on finances and my mental well being. 

 

I felt there were things I needed to do before I have a child. This sounds really selfish, but I knew in 

my heart that if I were to bring a child into this world that I would not be the best mother I could be. 

I’d go into old age feeling as though I missed out on what I wanted to do and I feel the child would 

suffer. Many women would love to throw stones at me for this reasoning, but in my heart I think I 

did the right thing. I was not ready. I did not have any maternal instinct and I would have been 

miserable. 

 

I am now in my early 30s, have a successful career, have seen much of the world, and have a master’s 

degree. I am also going to marry my partner of almost 10 years. I now feel as though I am in a better 

place and condition. I took the abortion pill at exactly 5 weeks. It was rather painful, but it only took 

a couple of days of rest to recover. I had this over with at a very early time. I do not regret my 

decision.”  —Heidi 

 

4. ”I am 20 years old. I have 2 children, both by the same man, who is the only man I’ve ever 

had intercourse with, and the only man I’ve ever loved. Our oldest is soon to be 5 years old, and our 

youngest is 7 ½ months. Tomorrow I’m calling to schedule an abortion. I just found out that I am 

pregnant again, despite the fact I am on the birth control pill. 

 

I’m scared to death that I will later regret it, or it will be extremely painful. This is my only choice, 

considering my husband’s work has slowed down during the winter months, and we are pressed for 
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time to buy a house, and money is VERY tight. I’m in college, full time for nursing, as well. Having a 

child right now will put such a stress on my schoolwork and home life. We struggle enough as it is. 

I’m not going to have another child if I can’t promise them a great life. I do not regret my other 

children, but sometimes it’s a real struggle providing for them and adding another will just make 

things even more terrible. So glad I can get my feelings out on this site. Wish my family luck during 

this journey.”  —Anonymous   

 

5. “I had an abortion in 1975 and was fortunate that it was legal and available. I knew as soon as 

I got pregnant that I would have an abortion. I was in college and working at a great job that I hoped 

would become my career. I hear abortion described as tragic and a decision that women will regret. 

That’s not my experience. In fact, I was proud of my decision. It made me feel strong and confident. 

Sometimes I regret that I never had any children, but I never regretted having an abortion at a time in 

my life when I was unprepared and unwilling to raise a child.”  —Linda  

 

6. “Many years ago I was lucky enough to obtain an abortion at a Cleveland abortion clinic. 

Access to that service has made all the difference in my life and in my health. Alerted early in the 

pregnancy (3 weeks) that I probably would not carry the fetus to term—and that I faced many severe 

and threatening complications should I decide to remain pregnant—I chose abortion, an alternative 

presented and recommended by the doctor attending to me. I didn’t then and do not now feel guilt 

or regret about that decision. 

 

I have often been asked by friends why I don’t mind admitting I had an abortion and why I felt it was 

the right decision. I made a healthy choice. Abortion is a medical procedure to help women and 

partners determine when or if they will reproduce. Period. I would never worry about any other sort 

of operation that helped me maintain my reproductive health—why would I think differently of 

abortion? I would probably feel the same if my reason for getting the abortion had been economic or 

social or relationship related. 

 

My second “no regrets” reason is that three months after the abortion, I was pregnant again. I carried 

that child to term and had one other child. They are happy very productive adults—but they might 

not be here or might not be so happy and doing so well if I had not had an abortion. For me, 

abortion was an alternative that relieved a great deal of stress, a good deal of illness. Legal, hygienic, 

openly available, affordable abortion services are necessary and right. Just as many of us seek to take 

back the night, we should also seek to take away the stigma of having made good, sound, healthy 

choices.”  —Christine Sell  

 

7. “I was 24, had just graduated from college and moved to a new town with my boyfriend. I 

had never been on birth control and “assumed” I would never get pregnant. I was enrolled in a pre-

nursing program and going to school full time. 

 

Needless to say, we were broke...I thought pregnancy tests were expensive (I’d never bought one 

before). We went to a “pregnancy counseling center” for a “free” test. Needless to say, the test was 

positive. I was given a baby blanket and a pin of tiny feet. Congrats! I knew that this baby was never 

going to be. I told my boyfriend that I wanted an abortion and he agreed. 
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The appointment was set....then he went crazy. He stole my car and disappeared for a day (he had a 

history of mental instability). His parents came from a city several hours away and took him away. I 

never saw him again. I had my abortion in another smaller city about two hours away. My brother 

and sister both accompanied me and gave me the love and support I needed. My boyfriend’s parents, 

allegedly devout Catholics, helped to finance this whole operation. I am now the mother of a 

beautiful three year old with a husband, home, career, and life that wouldn't have been possible had I 

not chosen to have an abortion. I have never once regretted my decision. I actually thank (since I 

personally do not believe in god) my lucky stars that I did what did. I know many women who have 

had abortions.....none of them regret it.”  —Julia   

 

8. “My first abortion was when I was 21 years old—a mother of two sons and a college student 

as well. I used a condom but the condom slipped off my partner and ended up balled up inside of 

me. I thought nothing of it and the next month on Christmas day I took a pregnancy test and when I 

learned that I was pregnant I immediately knew that I didn't want to continue the pregnancy. 

 

I was almost finished with my degree and I had two kids who I needed to take care of. I ended up 

making my own appointment and taking myself to the clinic. I don't regret my decision and it has 

made me very grateful to have that as an option.”  —Jackie H.  

 

9. “I was 22 in the summer of 1983, and I was pregnant with my boyfriend, despite the use of a 

diaphragm. We loved each other, but I was heading off to grad school, and he was heading to 

Germany, where he was from, to finish school. We both felt too young and not at all ready to begin a 

family, or even to commit to staying together. We talked about it and decided that abortion was the 

best choice for us. 

 

Afterwards, I mentioned it to a few acquaintances, and they told their similar stories to me. I realized 

that I was not alone. I was also encouraged to find out that on April 5, 1971, 343 French women had 

signed a letter to the news magazine Le Nouvel Observateur, stating that they had had abortions, which 

was still illegal in France. They were not afraid to have their names known. Some of them were very 

famous, including Simone de Beauvoir and Catherine Deneuve. This became known as the “Manifest 

of the 343.” Charlie Hebdo, the satirical magazine, labeled these women “salopes” (“sluts”). In 

solidarity with these and millions of other women who have exerted their reproductive rights, I sign 

my name here.”  —Marie Lathers  

 

10. “I was 15 and he was my first real boyfriend. He was older than me. He had dropped out of 

school. I knew he was involved with some drug use, but I had never experienced or been around 

anything like that. I wasn’t sure how to handle it. We dated a month or so before he began to 

pressure me about becoming physical. My telling him I wasn’t sure if I was really ready to do what he 

wanted seemed to be okay with him at first, but it started to irritate him. What started as what I know 

now to be verbal abuse turned physical. 

 

After a few instances of this, I decided to end the relationship only to find out he had left town. 

None of his family or friends knew where he had gone. I thought I had gotten off easy. Months went 
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by without any word from him, and I was starting to feel more like myself again. He showed up at my 

job 4 months after he had disappeared. He tried to convince me to come with him after work, so we 

could talk. He seemed calm enough, so I agreed to leave with him. He drove us to his house and we 

went to his room to talk. The conversation quickly turned angry, and he became violent when I told 

him I was going to leave. He raped me and left me at his house without a ride. I hid what happened 

from everyone because I blamed myself for making him angry. I didn’t think anyone would believe 

me and would accuse me of lying. 

 

I missed my period for two months and had tried to ignore the possibility that I was pregnant. I 

missed school for two days because I was sick throwing up—then I decided I had to tell my mother 

what had happened. Her reaction was not one I had expected. She was cold towards me that day and 

many days following that. There was no discussion of what options were available to me. But I knew 

I didn't want to explore those options anyway. My mother made the appointment and we drove the 

hour and a half to the clinic before the sun was up. 

 

We didn’t speak about what happened for years. I felt like I couldn’t tell anyone about my story 

because my mother was acting as if it had never happened. I decided my mother and I needed to talk 

about what happened because I could tell it was affecting us both emotionally. I sat her down and 

told her I needed her to be there for me because I shouldn’t have to deal with this alone or quietly. 

No one should ever be silenced or ashamed because of their abortion. No one should ever feel like 

they are alone in this situation.”  —Lindsey  

 

11. “It was the beginning of August. We had just gotten married and were still on a high from a 

beautiful day with family and friends. About a year ago, when we got engaged, I had a doctor’s 

appointment where they told me I had PCOS (poly cystic ovarian syndrome). One of leading causes 

of infertility in women is PCOS and I was immediately scared. About a month before we got married 

I decided to go off of my birth control to see if I could get pregnant. We talked a lot about it before 

and we decided that if I did get pregnant shortly after going off my birth control, then I would have 

an abortion. 

 

I was finishing grad school, I was working at an abortion clinic as a patient advocate and I felt very 

strongly about being “ok” choosing abortion and about not being ready for a baby. Well... two weeks 

after getting married I took a positive pregnancy test. Not only was I not infertile, but I had gotten 

pregnant almost immediately after going off of the pill. As soon as I saw the positive test I knew I 

wanted an abortion. My husband, however, was completely excited. He told me all the reasons why 

we could make it work, he talked about how the baby was made out of love (I agreed) and he said 

that we were ready. 

 

Two days after taking the test I got an ultrasound and found out it was twins. It was at that point 

when I decided I was the gatekeeper and I was going to make the decision on my own. Two days 

later I was with my mom at the clinic having an abortion at 6 weeks with conscious sedation. When I 

got home, I told my husband I had a miscarriage. We cried. He brought his mother over. She told me 

about her miscarriages. We cried. 
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It has been six months since my abortion and I do not regret it. I do not regret telling my husband it 

was a miscarriage and I do not regret taking control of my body and our lives. We plan to try again 

this summer and I am excited. I feel a weight lifted that I know I can get pregnant and I feel strong 

within myself. I am grateful for choice and I am grateful for the women around me who support me 

and love me and understand the strength women have within them.”  —Anonymous 

 

12. ”I am 41, a mother of 5, a cancer survivor, and a wife of 24 years to my wonderful husband 

who became disabled 7 years ago. I have been judgmental and unconcerning for others throughout 

my life when it comes to abortion. Then it happened to me. 

 

We had been using condoms for 5 years. I could not get surgically sterilized due to the cancer—and 

insurance (Medicare) would not cover it. We were careful, responsible and safe. I don’t know how I 

got pregnant. Not only do we live on Social Security and barely get by, I have been honored to go 

back to college and am working towards finally making it so that I can support my family. 

 

Due to my health issues, I already have a rough, painful time most days and worry constantly about a 

reoccurrence of my cancer. My husband’s disability leaves me most often taking care of all 5 kids on 

my own, going to school full time and running a household. I cannot take care of another person and 

don’t even know if my health would allow a full term pregnancy without causing great harm to the 

baby as well as myself. 

 

This was the hardest life lesson I have ever had to make, I feel guilty at times that I couldn’t make 

another choice but I couldn’t, no one would have benefited. I have struggled religiously and 

internally. My children are my life, but how do I bring another child into the world, knowing a burden 

too big for me may be placed on them. I can’t judge myself and, if anything, I have learned how dare 

I judge another. No one knows unless they have been there. I know now that sometimes abortion is 

the only answer. Definitely not an easy one but the only one.”  —Anonymous 

 

13. “There are so many stories of regret here. Mine is not a story of regret but of relief, and of 

gratitude. To this day, I am grateful that I had a choice. Don’t get me wrong, it’s not to say that I 

didn’t struggle, that I didn’t second guess, that I didn’t agonize over the decision. This is my story... 

 

I had been in an abusive and co-dependent “relationship” for 5 years. It was on again off again, at the 

time I knew it was slowly killing my self esteem and seeping away every last ounce of my confidence, 

but I struggled to leave. First love and infatuation are sometimes too easily confused, and completely 

intoxicating. I left all my good sense behind. I compromised who I was.  

 

At the end of April 2005 I was finishing university. I had an anxiety attack and found myself sobbing 

in the women’s washroom paralyzed and unable to deliver the final presentation that was required for 

me to graduate. I skip the presentation. I fail the class. I don’t graduate. I am pregnant. I am all alone. 

Although—my good friends quickly turn the car around on their weekend camping trip when I make 

the call. They bring M&M’s because, well, they don’t know what else to do. Honestly, neither do I. 

M&M’s are, seemingly, the logical response.  
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I have a choice to make. I call the potential father to be. ”We need talk” (because what else are you 

supposed to say in these situations). Ironically, he will later tell me he was in the middle of watching a 

“Teen Mom” marathon. “So sorry to interrupt.” He sees 3 pregnant women on the way over. He 

knows before I tell him. My mind was made up before he arrived. I will have an abortion. Why? I 

can’t afford a child. I don’t want a child at 22. I have plans to move across the country. I have dreams 

of a career with an international organization. Motherhood is not for me. At least not right now.  

 

And, if I’m telling the complete truth... a seed of doubt was continuing to grow. I didn’t want to be 

connected to this man for life in a “parental” capacity. And maybe not even in any capacity at all. 

This was all in the back of my mind, as this man re-affirmed my decision: his response to my 

“announcement” was.... “I’m supposed to fly to Thailand for 10 weeks. Do you need me to stay for 

the appointment?” I say no. I should have said yes. But I felt I shouldn’t have had to ask.  

 

The day of my appointment my mom wakes me up early. She shows me an article in the paper 

“National Anti-Abortion Day: 100,000's protesting on Parliament Hill.” I am police escorted into the 

clinic. A picture of an aborted fetus is shoved in my face. I am crying. But I still know that I am 

making the right choice. I cry the entire time in the waiting room. You can know that you’re making 

the right choice and still be sad. It is hard. It is ok. I cry even harder when I have to decide to check 

the box that indicates “yes” or “no”: Do I want to find out if it’s twins? I’ve always wanted twins. 

They give me drugs to calm me. It’s all a blur.  

 

Except for the nurse squeezing my hand. I am so grateful for that stranger’s reassuring grip. Two 

squeezes. It’s over. Ushered into a recovery room. The tears I’m crying now, are tears of relief. 

Gratitude floods me. For the first time I look around—this clinic is clearly underfunded, I’m sure the 

doctors and nurses are paid very little. But they just gave me something priceless back—freedom, 

agency, choice, and control over my future. Thank you.  

 

You’d think it’s over. But there is one more instance worth mentioning... When I’m waiting to be 

picked up by my mother, I go to the fast food restaurant below the clinic. The protesters have 

dissipated, and I need something to eat. I still have a ball of cotton taped to the crook of my arm 

where they put in the IV. As I wait in line, I see three girls, about my age, whispering to one another. 

One girl approaches. She gestures to my arm. “You should take that off, people know about the clinic 

upstairs....” I’m sure she meant it with the best of intentions. I turned to her and say: “People should 

know about the clinic upstairs, and there is no shame in exercising choice.” My own words catch me 

by surprise. I keep the bandage on.”  —Anonymous  

 

14. “On August 3, 2014, I took a pregnancy test and was positive. I then went to a doctor to 

confirm it, as I was a bit in denial. Again it came out positive. Both my boyfriend and I were shocked 

completely. It took us a long hard thought to make the decision, as our house at the time wasn’t 

suitable, and money just for us was tight. 

 

Calling the abortion clinic was the worst call I had to make in my entire life. I made the appointment 

for August 15, 2014, and saw many other girls in the waiting room. It was finally my turn after I got 

prepped and took all the medication. My heart was broken after making this huge decision and 
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wishing it didn’t have to be this way. Today is July 15, 2015, and today I still think and struggle with 

this decision. There are even some days I still cry and look at the ultrasound picture the clinic gave 

me. Now and then I still talk to abortion counselors to help me cope and get my head and feelings 

back on track as I know this will take ALOT of time to heal.”  —Anonymous 

 

15. “At age 30, after 12 years of using the birth control pill successfully, it suddenly failed on me 

and I became pregnant with my boyfriend of almost 2 years. We hadn’t discussed having kids, and 

we’re both pro-choice, but we decided to take a couple of weeks to think things through and let the 

shock wear off to decide whether we were in a good place to raise a child. A few days later, I started 

to experience horrible pains. I thought I was having an ectopic pregnancy so I went in for an 

ultrasound, which revealed I was pregnant with twins.  

 

The doctor was immediately concerned about my health with this pregnancy. I’m a very small, 

underweight person, with a history of anemia and bone density problems. She warned me that the 

pregnancy was already high-risk just because of multiples but because of my circumstances, the risk 

of complications was particularly high. I was devastated by this news. Soon after that, I started 

experiencing irregular heartbeats, weird pains, and all sorts of issues. More ultrasounds revealed the 

babies weren’t growing very well. I couldn’t seem to gain any weight either, no matter what I did (the 

morning sickness made keeping food down nearly impossible). And I made the difficult decision to 

terminate the pregnancy for the sake of all 3 of us.  

 

I opted for a moderate sedation (with IV). I read a LOT of stories before going. Some of which made 

it sound like I’d nearly sleep through the procedure. Others which acted like it was the most painful 

thing in the world. Honestly, it was neither. I think the worst part was getting the IV. Once I was in 

the procedure room, there were 3 different people in the room. The IV didn't make me feel super 

drowsy in a sense that I was sleepy, but it did make things feel kind of hazy. I remember the entire 

procedure. The most painful part was the dilation shot they give to the cervix. 

 

The cramps were about a 2-3 on a 10-point scale for me. I was in and out of the clinic in about 2.5 

hours and about 4 hours later, I’m still cramping. I wouldn’t liken it to menstrual cramps. Honestly, it 

feels like the opposite of all those weird pains you get from your uterus expanding as you’re 

pregnant... which is probably apt because it’s your uterus returning to its normal size, deflating kind 

of.... I thought I’d feel pangs of regret or guilt or sadness, but I feel like I made the right decision. I 

haven’t cried or freaked out and I’m certainly not running from those feelings if they do come either. 

I just realize that this pregnancy in particular is not the one I’m meant to carry.”  —Anonymous   

 

16. “I was between my freshman and sophomore years of college when a condom broke and I 

found myself pregnant. My boyfriend was a year older and also in college. We were very much in 

love, but not remotely ready—emotionally or financially—to raise a child. Nor was I willing for a 

moment to consider bringing a child to term just to relinquish the tiny thing for adoption; the 

thought of giving up a baby was absolutely unacceptable.  

 

Together, my boyfriend and I made the best decision for all involved. We went to Planned 

Parenthood (where we had gotten the contraceptives) and they helped arrange a therapeutic abortion 
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in San Francisco. (Amusing sidebar—it was on the top floor of an ear, nose, and throat clinic!) My 

boyfriend drove me there and back. It was only later that I realized how lucky we were to have that 

choice: the Supreme Court had just ruled on Roe v. Wade in January of 1973, and this was 

September. Afterward, Planned Parenthood was firm about asking what contraceptive method I 

would be using in the future to prevent unwanted pregnancy, and I went on the pill.  

 

Because I wasn’t quite ready to return to school that fall, and because my grandmother was caring for 

my bed-ridden grandfather and had been hospitalized herself, I chose to take the semester off and 

move to Washington State to be with them. My Grandma and I became even closer than we had 

been, and she shared with me that after my mother (her youngest) had been born in 1934, she got 

pregnant again and decided she didn’t want another child on a poor farm in the midst of the 

Depression. She sought an illegal abortion, which luckily had no complications. (My mother had 

learned only had hints of this due to some ranting on the part of my Grandpa when he’d been 

drinking.) Grandma was a no-nonsense Swedish farm girl from Minnesota who was grateful to end of 

her days for her family and her faith and her life, and I’ve always been proud to be her granddaughter.  

 

I shared the fact that she’d had an abortion on Facebook in a birthday tribute this year and I don’t 

think anyone was terribly shocked, knowing Grandma, but there were those who hadn’t known. It’s 

time to break the silence. As for me, I chose not to have children at all; I suffer from mental illness 

and would have been completely overwhelmed by such a responsibility. I never regretted my choice 

and, in fact, have always been grateful. Every woman deserves the right to decide what happens with 

her own body. Thank you for the chance to tell my story.”  —Wendy Howard-Benham 

 

17. “When I was 18 years old I got pregnant. I was young, naive, and still very much a child. At 

that time I made the decision to continue with my pregnancy. I now have an incredibly beautiful, 

smart, fierce 17 year old daughter.   

 

That said, I want to share my abortion story. After I had my daughter, I made the decision to have an 

IUD placed for birth control. At 22, 6 months away from graduating from college, I became pregnant 

again. I was in a long-term relationship. However, I knew that I did not want bring another child into 

the world. I was barely making it as it was, raising a child on my own, going to school, it was an 

incredibly difficult time.  

 

When I went to for my initial appointment, the nurse was completely shocked that I had gotten 

pregnant while having an IUD in place. She had never had a patient or known of a patient who had 

gotten pregnant with an IUD in place. And she had been a nurse for 30 years.   

 

To say it was devastating emotionally is an understatement. My partner at the time had visions of 

marriage and a big happy family, but that was not to be. I knew for me to grow as a woman and be 

the best mother to my daughter, having another child was not an option.   

 

It’s difficult to express the amount of gratitude I felt to the women and staff at the Blue Mountain 

Clinic in Missoula, Montana. I felt strong, empowered, and incredibly lucky to be able to make this 

decision myself and be in control of the future of my life—and still do.  
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When I was 30, I fell pregnant again. At the time, I was on the NuvaRing for birth control. I had 

been in a relationship for about 3 months, and he wore a condom each time we had sex, which was 

literally a handful of times. To say I was shocked when I discovered I was pregnant, is an incredible 

understatement.   

 

Again, the staff at the Planned Parenthood where I received my annual exams, medical care, and birth 

control were as shocked as I was. Because they had never had a patient get pregnant while on the 

NuvaRing.   

 

At this point, my daughter was 11 years old. And again, I knew that in order to be the best mother to 

her and give us both the best chance, I was not going to have another child.   

 

I made the decision to have another abortion. I don't think it is even possible for me to put into 

words the relief I felt after it was completed.  

 

Now, my daughter is a senior in high school. Some people would say I was selfish for choosing to 

have an abortion, let alone 2. And to be honest, I agree with them 100%. I was selfish in wanting the 

best life and future for my daughter and myself.   

 

My life is important. My quality of life is important. And if I would have chosen to have had two 

more children, as a single parent, I, along with my children would have lived in poverty.   

 

I chose myself. And that makes me a strong woman and role model for my daughter who gives me 

strength and courage every day. I guess you could say that my abortions were an ode to my daughter 

in a way as well. And if she is ever in the position of making a choice for her future, she has my full 

support, no matter what her decision is. Because as women, we are more than capable of choosing 

what is best for us.”  —Jessica  

 

18.  “In 1977 I was age 23 and in a high-intensity US military technical school. Upon completion 

of the school to be quickly sent out anywhere in the globe on military assignment, location to be 

known only upon graduation from class. Became pregnant during school. 

 

Had abortion after completion of school, while on 3-weeks leave at home before going out for 

assignment. I felt sick during final weeks of class. No one knew the details. The instructors were, to 

my relief, kind and tolerant about my occasional fainting. During the leave time at home, my mom 

helped me to go to the doctor for the abortion. She was calm, patient, supporting, and no judgment 

at all, only love and caring for me. At the doctor's same thing -- everyone was friendly and respectful. 

 

I am so thankful I had a good support system to help me in my time of vulnerability and need. I 

never had any regrets. It is disappointing to see that some will pass judgment on another's situation 

without knowing that person or why they do what they do.”  —Elle  
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19. “The first thing you should know is that I have a wonderfully supportive, free/forward 

thinking family. I was 18 when I discovered I was pregnant. My boyfriend never knew, we split up a 

couple of weeks before I found out I was 5 weeks pregnant. We always used protection. It wasn't a 

hard decision or even really a choice, I knew I wasn't ready to be a mother. 

 

I went with my friend Anna to the clinic. When it was over I went home. Sometimes I think about 

how my life would be now, but thats no use to anybody. I discovered I was unable to have children 

last year. Idiopathic Premature Ovulation Failure (IPOF). Does this make me wish I had thought a 

little longer, changed my mind? No it doesn't. I wasn't ready then, I'm not even ready now. 

 

One day I may be and there are many options open to me. (I may in fact one day be able to conceive. 

Idiopathic basically means they don't know why and so it could switch back on as easily as it switched 

off). When that day comes, IF that days comes when I decide that I want to have a child in my life, it 

will be the right decision because it will be one I have made in the right situation with the right 

mental, physically and emotional health. 

 

Throughout all this I did not tell a single member of my family. I was 18 years of age. Had been in a 

steady relationship, of 2 years. We always used protection. We had done everything we were 

supposed to, yet I still got pregnant and I still felt ashamed, so ashamed that I locked it away from my 

family, from the very people that would have helped and supported me. I know not everybody is 

lucky enough to have a family that will support you, but if you do, talk to them, its my only regret. I 

look back at it now, I can honestly say that I'm not proud of my decision, but I'm not ashamed 

either.”  —Charlotte 

 

20.  “I'm 33, single with 3 children already and just started nursing school. I had an abortion 

today. The worst part was the debating for a week what I should do. 

 

When I made the decision and went to my appointment, everything went smoothly. I had read so 

many horror stories about how painful it would be. I gotta say the most painful part was the pin prick 

in my finger. I felt and remembered nothing of the actual procedure, thanks to conscious sedation. 

 

 It was the best decision for me at this point in my life. Instead of worrying how to feed another 

mouth, I will be able to focus on my school and the children I already have. More poverty would 

lessen the quality of life for the ones I have already.”  —Anonymous  


